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PSYCHIATRIC PRACTICE MODELS

CHURCHES:

1- goals after your residency - job? - employment setting - employer - salary - incentives- expections -

2- pay attention to what you enjoy - love - gives you energy - exhausts you

3 - set a path that you can live with - happiness - avoid burnout - improve flexibility

MY STORY

HISTORY OF MT. OLIVET (plus others - Colonial - Basilica - individual churches)

CHURCH - shared values and messaging - care - plus training - plus nursing - plus stigma issues - plus coordination with NAMI/AA/others

attention to HIPPA - practice like an outpatient clinic

hours - patients - reimbursement (mission vs insurance) - EMR - backup and call

coordination of care with therapists - maybe training and education

PRACTICE MODELS

- alone or mix with private practice - employment

THOUGHTS- growth over time in your profession - can combine models and settings - can combine patient care, teaching, team models, among other possibilities - JOY!
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